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Message from the President
As we start a new year, there are some new faces both on 
the Board and as Officers.  I would like to take the time to 
welcome those coming on board and also to thank those 
who will be stepping down. If  you have not yet attended 
a board meeting, I would like to invite each and everyone 
to attend at least one meeting.

Our club is only as good as the volunteers we get. At 
every Friday meeting, it takes an enormous amount of  
preparation to get the clubhouse ready to go.  It also 
takes volunteers to ensure that everything is turned off, 
cleaned up and restocked. On competition nights, the 
work is almost doubled.  Volunteers are also needed for 

the CPS Exhibits that we offer throughout the year. The parties that everyone attends 
at Christmas, Summer Picnic and Year End Banquet require many, many volunteers.  
There is always something to do at CPS. In this world of  “What can you do for me?” 
please consider what can you do to assist at CPS.  There are plenty of  opportunities 
for you to help out.  If  you are interested, let me know.  

Therefore, I would like to challenge each of  you.  
Make an effort to make a new friend; introduce 
yourself  to someone you don’t know. If  you 
haven’t been around for a while, come on down 
and feel the energy, share the excitement and 
most of  all participate. Look the calendar, we 
have added several new field trips. Why not find 
an open date on the calendar and organize a field 
trip?  Everyone must have a favorite spot to shoot, 
take this opportunity to share it with us.  

Photography is pretty simple stuff. You just react 
to what you see, and take many, many pictures.

     Joanne Damian
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President’s Message

Joanne Damian

2013 is now coming to an end and CPS has had another great year. 
We saw the successful re-launching of the B Competition last April 
by the Competition Committee. The B Competition is now a success 
with the newer members, as well as the students.

Steve Lucsik has done a fantastic job with his first solo exhibit at the 
Coffee Shop and then again with the City of Broadview Hts. He and 
his team should be congratulated.

We also had two incredible opportunities for photography this 
summer with Captain Wayne and the Holiday. I waved good-bye 
to you twice from the docks as you sailed in and out of the Tall 
Ships and again for that 18-hour cruise of the Battle of Lake Erie in 
Sandusky.

Several of you took advantage of the bus trip to Greenfield 
organized by Dave Brooks to photograph vintage cars in Michigan. 
Watch for the return of this trip in 2014.

Also, we had the launch of the successful Member’s Share and 
Tell series. This has been an incredible hit and I would like to thank both Barb Pennington and Dave 
Brooks for organizing these evenings. We also saw the return of the Canon Explorers of Light with 
Rick Sammon back in November.

Our addition to the school of Lightroom classes is proving to be a great success. Congratulations to 
Mark Coletta, Steve Snitzky and Cal Pusateri for all their hard work in making this happen.

Ron Werman and the Community Service volunteers have also been very busy. They have already 
covered over 42 community service events so far this year. These volunteers covered the most events 
this year:  Jim Frazer, Maria Kaiser, Donna Schneider and Joe Vanecek. Congratulations to all the 
Community Service volunteers.

Finally, we have reestablished our commitment to Photographic Society of America led by Dan 
Kozminski. Watch for PSA updates from Dan in our weekly newsletters.

Now, we will turn our sights toward a new and hopefully even better year for CPS. This club would not 
be the success it currently is without members like you that volunteer both your time and talents. I want 
to personally thank you for making my job so easy. Let’s all hope that we have a great new year and 
another mild winter in 2014!
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B&O Railroad Roundhouse
by Steven Lucsik

Saturday, April 12th, 2014, CPS visited the B&O Railroad 
Roundhouse on West 3rd Street in Cleveland to meet some 
of  the staff  of  the Midwest Railway Preservation Society. CPS 
members and friends got to crawl under, in and around the rail 
yards to capture their prize-winning photographs, and learn a 
little bit of  train history and some details of  the engines and 
cars being restored.

Hosts Steve Korpos, Rick Rocks and Charlie Sedgley gave 
spontaneous history lessons, while constantly looking out for 
the safety of  the photographers.

She Rides Forever by Charmane Lucsik

In this prize-winning shot by Charmane Lucsik has captured the 
history of  the green coach car. Preservation Society members 
have taken pictures of  this car and have seen ghostly images of  
passengers looking out the windows at them. At another time, 
while working on the car, volunteers heard voices telling them 
to “get out” before, a steam train plowed into the side of  the 
car and exploded. Twenty-seven trapped passengers died in the 
horrific, boiling explosion.

Whether individual photographer or groups of  listeners, 
audiences were attentive and appreciative of  the many stories 
their hosts shared about acquiring cars, the history of  an 
engine or the challenges of  restoration.

The big smile on CPS Field Trip Chair Roger Moore’s face 
betrayed his obvious delight with the entire event. The 
weather also cooperated with a beautiful, beautiful day. The 
51 delighted guests contributed almost $250 to the Society’s 
efforts in restoring the historical engines, cars and artifacts.

Some photographers like Trisha Uveges, Jackie Sajewski, 
Michele Schneider and Barb Cerrito, with tripods in tow, 
searched for the perfect shots inside of  every car they could 
access.

Dennis and Vicki Wert went their separate ways looking to 

capture that unique image.

Linda DePietro w/lantern and Dennis Wert w/lantern

Bill Keaton, Josh Spielberger, Anita Orenick, and Emil Orenick 
roamed the ground looking for any junk or old structures with 
texture and interest.

Some photographers or family members even became instant 
models for other photographers. All that hard crawling, climbing 
and walking worked up quite an appetite. Many headed for the 
Steak and Shake restaurant in the new Steel Yard Commons for 
burgers and shakes.

The conversation? Trains, of  course. ❑
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B&O Railroad Roundhouse

Ann Surveys the Scene by Steve Lucsik

I Can Too, Grandma by Steve Lucsik

Serious Study by Steve Lucsik
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FIRST PLACE Grizly Brandt by Bogdan Pieniak

Contemplation by Ron Posner

Guy Waiting for the Bus by Daniel Kozminski

Member Photos
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Brown-eyed Girl by Susan Bestul

Confederate Soldier by Sue Marquardt

Ghostly Siren by Kara Zollos

Member Photos
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CPS Member Has 
Photo Published
CPS Member Michael Rankin had a 
photo published recently in a periodical 
called COPING. Here is what he had to 
say about it:

“I took the photo as the young lady 
was completing her run. I had seen her 
earlier before the race and noticed her 
smile. When I saw her again crossing 
the finish line, that wining smile caught 
my attention and I shot a series of  
pics of  her. The photo that was picked 
was noticed by the Chief  Marketing 
Dir. Kristen Austin, who submitted it 
to COPING. Shortly afterwards I was 
asked for a high-resolution file of  the 
photo. COPING is a cancer patient 
support periodical.”

Congratulations Michael! 

Gathering Place by Michael Rankin 
Published in COPING periodical.

Member Recognition

“A warm smile is the universal 
language of kindness.” 

William Arthur Ward
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Parader by Edward Rynes

Danger by Joanne Damian Solemnly Swear That I Am Up To No Good by Kara Zollos

Member Photos
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Ballet by Ron Wilson

Little Ballerina by Shirley DeWitte

Ballet Dancers by Dona Zupancic

Member Photos
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Field Trip for Students
by Steven Lucsik

Bert Klein set up a field trip for students in the 
Fundamentals class to photograph the art and 
architecture of  the Old Stone Church, a landmark of  
Public Square in downtown Cleveland. He sent out a 
call for members to help mentor his new group of  
students. And boy, oh boy, did they ever respond! Over 
70 photographers, students and mentors, showed up 
on of  the coldest, most blustery, messiest winter days 
of  2014 to roam through the church photographing its 
century-old charm.

The structure was built in 1834 by The First 
Presbyterian Society when Cleveland was only a village 
with a population of  a few hundred. Constructed of  
grey sandstone in the Tuscan-style architecture, it was 
quickly dubbed the “Stone Church.” Later, as the city 
grew and the stone darkened by the elements, it was 
soon referred to as “The Old Stone Church.” In 1857, 
a disastrous fire decimated the structure. By the 
end of  the same year, the newly renovated structure 
featuring a massive towering spire was dedicated. 
To commemorate the end of  the Civil War, a massive 
Peace Bell was raised in the belfry, which sadly tolled 
for the Lincoln cortège.

The students and CPS members respectfully blanketed 
every nook and cranny of  the church photographing its 
vibrant art, paneling, paintings, barrel-vaulted ceiling, 
ornate organ, pulpit, sanctuary and, above all, the 
light-filtering stained glass windows from the studios 
of  the renowned Louis Comfort Tiffany.

The predominate question on students mind was not 
“How do I photograph this?” but rather, “Where do I 
start?” Oddly enough, their mentors were probably 
asking themselves the same question!

In the end, everyone seemed to have a favorite spot in 
the church that they focused on and photographed six 
ways to one. ❑

Old Stone Church by Rob Erick

Stone Church II by Charmane Lucsik

“You don’t take a picture, you make it.” 
Ansel Adams
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Wedding Photo Shoot by Ann Gridley

Brother Angus by Craig Conlin Pescador 1 by Bel Martins-Vaccaro

Member Photos
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FIRST PLACE — CREATIVE THROUGH THE LENS
Martha Stewart Method by Steve Lucsik

FIRST PLACE — CREATIVE THROUGH THE LENS
IRS Outsourced by Steve Lucsik

The Gift by Shirley DeWitte

Member Photos
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How to Be a Judge
by Karen Kirchner 

Last month, I had the opportunity to attend a session at the 
Cleveland Photographic Society called “How to Be a Judge,” 
which was a two-part series. 

The first night involved going over several things such as what 
to expect, the criteria, how to look at an image, your role as a 
judge, and the dos and don’ts as a judge. 

Some clubs use the common approach to judging but others 
will be a variation on what Cleveland Photographic Society 
(CPS) does. So when being asked to judge at another club, ask 
questions if  you are unsure of  how they run their competition. 
Offer advice, don’t tell them. If  you see that something might 
help them run things smoother, don’t force it. You do want to 
be asked back again. 

One of  the most important questions to ask others is “How 
do you want me to score?” Scores usually run between five to 
nine points per judge but you also want to ask if  the club uses 
a different scoring method. Many clubs give you a brief  view 
of  the photos before the competition and allow you to rate 
them. But do keep in mind there are some clubs that have you 
scoring and critiquing while they are shown the image for the 
first time.

There are three criteria to keep in mind when judging: technique, 
composition and impact. Some things to look for are: is the 
picture in focus, did the photographer use the basic rules of  
thirds and does this image give you that feeling of  “Wow, what 
a great shot!”

When looking at an image you have to keep in mind that there 
are just seconds in order to score them, which usually is within 
10–15 seconds. Also take in a few things, like where does your 
eye immediately go. What is the photographer trying to tell you 
in the photograph? 

As your role for being a judge, you are there to provide guidance.  
Just remember this is not about you but the photographers 
that are competing. 

The do’s and don’t’s are just as important as all the other 
things to expect. For example: 

Do be attentive to instructions and ask questions so you are 
clear on what is or isn’t to be judged. 

Don’t ever assume you know all the rules, especially when you 
are at another club as a judge.

Do be positive and encouraging in your remarks, this helps the 
photographer critique their work better for the next time they 
compete.

Don’t be cruel, always try and be helpful and positive about the 
image you are judging.

Do say “I like it, because...” and then provide some insight 
about what you saw that interested you.

Don’t just say “I like it.” This means nothing to the photographer 
and they are looking for insight as to what needs to be improved.

I thoroughly enjoyed going to this series of  “How to Be a 
Judge.”  Not only is it great to help other clubs in judging but 
I also found it educational as well. On for the second night we 
learned how to look for the impact, composition and technique 
in the image. I highly encourage anyone to participate in this 
class series because I felt it offered a lot of  information and 
trust me when I say, a lot.  

I do know as a CPS member, I have taken other CPS classes 
offered and all of  them have been well taught and educational.  
All of  the members who have lectured on the many different 
topics, knew all the ins and outs.  Any questions I asked of  
them, they knew the answers or made it a point to find out as 
quickly as they could. ❑

“Don’t judge each day 
by the harvest you reap 

but by the seeds you plant.” 
Robert Louis Stevenson
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New Year’s Eve Kiss by Geoff Powers

Lights at Terminal Tower by Darlene Beiter

Terminal Tower Shadows & Reflections by Erik Heinrich

Member Photos
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The City Is Alive by Dan Sandy

Cleveland Public Library by Dennis Wert

FIRST PLACE — CREATIVE THROUGH PROCESSING
Hanging Around the Tower by Erik Heinrich

Member Photos
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My Digital Diary
by Steve Manchook, CPS visiting judge, presenter and 
lifelong student of photography

I had been a film photographer 
since the mid-1960s. My black- 
and-white darkroom was a home 
fixture for over three decades. It 
all came to a halt in 1998 when 
I saw the awesome potential 
of  digital photography after 
acquiring my first home computer 
and peripherals. I have not missed 
the analog days much because I 
have been neck-deep in digital 
ever since. It was actually after 
loading the CD that came with 

my first flatbed scanner that I truly embraced digital imaging. 
It contained a free copy of  Photoshop 4.0. My sister Ellen, 
who is a graphic designer, showed me a rather handy tool in 
PS4: layers. I was hooked. My first few digital years consisted 
of  scanning photographs printed from my film cameras and 
teaching myself  the basics of  Photoshop. I spoke to anyone 
who had knowledge of  this great software and picked their 
brains at every opportunity.

In May of  2000, I purchased my very first digital camera; 
the Nikon Coolpix 950, a 2-megapixel point-n-shoot for a 
modest $800. The 128-megabyte memory card, which was not 
included, required another $300. I snapped over 8000 photos 
in the first eight months exhausting two on/off  switches, which 
Nikon graciously replaced. The megapixel race was on and I 
replaced my digital possessions often. Two megapixels led to 
three, then to six, on to ten, and today my latest purchase 
sports twenty-four megapixels. The RAW files alone are 50 
megabytes. That’s half  a memory card on my old Coolpix!

Digital imaging spawned two camps: believers and naysayers. 
To the naysayers, owning a digital camera and a computer 
seemed a pricy and complicated mess that many frankly didn’t 
want to deal with. Some believed digital was akin to voodoo 
while others felt digital had a “look” that was not the same as 
film.

Believers were sold on the advantages of  digital and embraced 
it most emphatically, often obsessively. The megapixel race and 
the countless accessories made specifically for these devices 
could not be ignored. And of  course, true believers couldn’t 
resist spending quality peer time comparing this toy to that 
toy. Digital techno-speak was the norm. When presenting 
digital images, the talk went something like this, “How many 
megapixels was that taken with?” or “How many PPI is that?” 
No new toy comes without true believer passion and that 
childlike wonderment.

continued on page 17
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Recently, I read an article entitled, “Humanity takes millions of  
photos every day. Why are most so forgettable?” The gist being 
that many images in the Digital Age are taken to share, not 
to keep. There is no story. I believe this article revealed some 
truths about the proliferation of  social media and cell-phone 
cameras but I also believe we are simply seeing an issue that 
began when cameras became a commodity. Think about when 
Kodak built cameras the common person could use and use 
simply. I believe this lit the fuse.

Now, think about the history of  the camera and its many 
advances. I am sure when color photography hit the scene 
some saw it as the death knell for the monochrome age. It 
wasn’t. When compact 35mm. cameras and roll film appeared, 
did view camera-enthusiasts see this as the end for them? 
Not really. Does anyone regret the invention of  the electronic 
strobe light that replaced flashbulbs, some that often melted, 
caught fire or worse, exploded? And Polaroid, what about this 
monumental product? Did instant photography put the nail in 
film photography’s coffin? Of  course not. Autofocus and auto 
exposure are huge benefits to the photographer, whether pro 
or amateur. Feel like going back to the old manual focus and 
match-needle era? With all these “advances,” a few pined for 
the “good ole days” but most everyone welcomed the benefits 
of  these inventions as a boon to the photographer and his craft. 

Lifelong friend, fellow photographer and CPS judge Glenn 
Petranek and I embraced this brave new world of  digital 
cameras and Photoshop very early in the game. We took 
samples of  our work to local photo clubs like CPS to share 
our enthusiasm. Naysayers complained that this was not “real” 
photography. However, in very little time, digital photography 
spread like wildfire. When professionals switched, you knew 
digital had made its mark. Learning the art and science of  
photography is now easier. In the film days, waiting for the 
slides or prints to return from Kodak, the corner drugstore, 
or Sam’s Club was agonizing. It was especially disappointing 
when the long-awaited images revealed you had gotten your 
exposure, focus, subject matter, or all three totally wrong!

Photoshop made the darkroom obsolete and for that alone I 
am forever grateful. No more retreating to a dark basement 
loading film onto metal reels and then subjecting film, reel 
and my fingers to strong alkalis and acids just to obtain a 
processed negative. Step two was to go back to the basement 
but this time lit by a dim amber bulb and subjecting photo 
paper and my digits to more smelly chemicals. I do not miss 
my yellow finger tips reeking of  vinegar. Photoshop made 
processing images in normal room light a joy and expanded 
the photographer’s creative power exponentially.

Look mom, no prints! Do you notice how infrequently we 
commit our images to paper? Digital cameras produce image 
files for making personalized screensavers. Our jpegs display 
very well on our big-screen HDTVs, too. The Internet allows 
us to send high-resolution images instantly to our web friends 
and family. Even our cell-phone cameras transmit images as 
effortlessly as text messages.

If  digital is responsible for meaningless photos by the billions, 
I say that is the price for technology owned by just about 
everyone on the planet. Whether taken with a dedicated digital 
camera, cell phone or iPad, a glut of  mediocre images may be 
produced but count among them some prize winners. What 
professional would not admit to taking an enormous number 
of  images during a shoot to make sure they covered all the 
bases? Is anyone lamenting the process of  simply erasing 
substandard images from a hard drive in order to make room 
for more deserving images?

HDR (high dynamic range imaging), HD video (so good it is used 
in television production!), helmet cams, drone photography, 
iPhones with Photoshop-like applications, LED lighting, and 
the Lytros light field camera are adding new chapters to 
photographic history. These tools we use to accomplish the 
final image are just that, tools. Would you ask a famous painter 
what type brushes or oils he uses to achieve his magnificent 
paintings? The skill of  the artist and the vision are still in play. 
Now that we have had sufficient time to indulge in our film-
free infatuation, we may now return to capturing memories and 
crafting images. ❑

My Digital Diary Continued
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Piggy Bank by Dennis Wert

Time Warp by Karen Warkany Machine Shop by Justin Kaufer

Member Photos
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Marblehead’s Light by Douglas Hupfer

Lake McDonald Sunset by Susan Bestul

Morning Glory by Jackie Sajewski

Member Photos
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Fill Flash
by David D. Busch

Maybe you’ve confined your summer outdoor shooting to the 
“golden hours” at dawn and dusk, because of  the way the 
dramatic shadows sculpt images in warm tones. That doesn’t 
mean there aren’t great opportunities to capture memorable 
images in the glare of  the midday sun. The secret is to tame 
those inky shadows with fill light – either bounced off  a reflector 
or supplied by an electronic flash unit.

One of  the things I keep in the equipment chest in the trunk 
of  my car is a collapsible windshield reflector. At $8.95, it’s 
cheap, but usually requires a helper or bystander to hold and 
adjust it. A reflector isn’t ideal for candid shooting at events. 
An entourage toting a reflector is the last thing you want.

Fill flash is often a better choice. If  your camera is equipped 
with a built-in, flip-up flash unit, you’ll always have your 
auxiliary lighting available. If  you happen to encounter General 
Robert E. Lee partially illuminated by sunlight and open shade 
(as at left in Figure 1), you can flip up your flash and fill in 
those shadows with a quick burst of  light (Figure 1, right.) The 
flash is already balanced for daylight, and, as a bonus, you get 
a nice catchlight in your subject’s eyes while eliminating the 
shadow cast by his broad-brimmed hat.

Most cameras have a “balanced” or “fill flash” setting that tells 
the exposure system to calculate exposure based on ambient 
light, but add just enough flash to brighten shadows. If  you 
want greater control over the amount of  fill, set your flash on 
Manual and reduce output to 1/16th to 1/128th power until 
you get the effect you want. You may also have a Flash Exposure 

Compensation adjustment that lets you dial back on the level 
of  flash produced.

The main drawback of  fill flash is that the maximum shutter 
sync speed of  your camera may limit your exposure choices. 
Many current cameras require a shutter speed no faster than 
1/160th to 1/250th second, although a few models allow 
speeds up to 1/500th second. A feature called “high speed 
sync” may also be available for faster shutter speeds, but can 
be limited only to certain flash units and it reduces the effective 
power of  the flash. 

When working with fill flash you may find yourself  stuck with 
a particular shutter speed and a fairly small aperture. For 
example, at ISO 100 a typical exposure might be 1/250th 
second at f/8—f/11. If  you’d rather use f/4, you’re pretty much 
out of  luck. For Figure 1, I managed to blur the background 
by backing up and shooting with a 200mm focal length and 
a high-powered flash that had enough power to fill in the 
shadows at a greater distance. Of  course, if  you use a reflector 
instead of  flash, and you can use any shutter speed/aperture 
combination you want.

Your fill flash doesn’t need to be mounted on the camera. For 
Figure 2, I put a radio control on the hot shoe of  my camera, 
and used it to trigger an off-camera flash with diffusing dome, 
that I held in my hand several feet to one side. The owl (at left, 
deep in shadow) was brightly illuminated by the flash (at right.) 
Because the bird was almost entirely in the shade, the flash 
became the main light source, producing a “direct flash” look 
that’s not ideal. I still prefer that shot to the natural lighting 
version at left. Additional exposure would have brightened the 
owl somewhat, but washed out the background. ❑

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Tank, Ladder & Sky by Chris Camino

Emerging From the Clouds by Barry Cunningham

Green Beauty by Justin Kaufer

Member Photos
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Mt. Saint Michel by Daniel Kozminski

FIRST PLACE Cinderella’s Castle by Donna Schneider

Member Photos
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Presque Isle Birding
by Steven Lucsik

There was a nice turnout Friday, April 11th to spend an hour 
with Brian Berchtold, the ambassador oh Presque Isle Park in 
Pennsylvania. Brian shared a slideshow that highlighted some of  
the areas of  the park. The main theme was the many beautiful 
images of  the birds that Brian captured with his Canon 7D and 
prime 300mm lens from his kayak over the 25 years he has 
volunteered as the parks-ambassador. Brian spent time afterward 
answering question about the park, his images and kayaking.

Brian climbs into his kayak very early in the morning (Yes! With his 
camera in his lap!) and heads out into the reeds. He spends hours 
just sitting and waiting for a shot. He explained that sometimes 
he gets lucky and gets off  two or three shots before the creature 
takes off. Sometimes he’ll take as many as 20–30 shots before 
they disappear. Now, with his new Canon 5D Mark III he plans to 
be out more often. Most all of  his kayak shots are handheld. He 
will often use a tripod on the shore waiting for a bird. Brian says 
he studies the birds’ flight and eating habits and patterns. Then, 
quietly he sets up for the shot setting his drive to high speed, and 
waits for the bird to go into its routine. Are all his shots perfect? 
No. Brian admitted that sometimes in post processing he added 
bokeh to the capture for a more presentable image.

Throughout the night, Brian was asked many questions about his 
images and birding techniques, but oddly enough though, no one 
ever asked him how much insurance he carried on his camera and 
lenses! Oh, just the thought of  imagining hearing a “kerplunk” 
sends shivers through this photographer’s spine. ❑

Barn Swallows by Brian Berchtold

Untitled by Brian Berchtold

White Flight by Brian Berchtold

Untitled by Brian Berchtold
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Presque Isle Birding

Untitled by Brian Berchtold

Untitled by Brian Berchtold
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Beaver Marsh Fog by Jeffrey Gibson

Solitude by Jeffrey Gibson Reflecting on Where They’re From by Dan Sandy

Member Photos
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Grand Canyon, Yavapi Point by Douglas Bacso

Sunset at Mesa by Bill Keaton Still Water by Bill Keaton

Member Photos
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Corona del Mar Sunset by Debbie DiCarlo

FIRST PLACE — CREATIVE THROUGH THE LENS
Maui Sunset by Debbie DiCarlo

Member Photos
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Dogwood by Joanne Bradford

Mum Unfolding by Vicki Wert Cacti by Vicki Wert

Member Photos
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Shore Acres Dahlia by Donna Schneider

Waiting for Spring by Debra Rozin

Alstroemeria, aka Peruvian Lilies by Lawrence Hrusovsky

Member Photos
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Our Back to the Wild Field Trip
by Steve Lucsik
Hosts: Mona and Bill Rutger and volunteer, Heather

On a super, gorgeous Sunday, Memorial Day weekend, a 
large number of  CPS photographers chose to spend time 
photographing the magnificent birds in Mona Rutgers’ Sanctuary 
and Nature Center on Bardshar Rd., in Castalia, Ohio. 

From 9:00 in the 
morning till noon, 
photographers like 
Barb Cerrito, Mark 
Bassett and friend 
Melissa Kennedy 
strolled the ground 
and crouched, crept 
and cozied up to 
the birds to get 
that prize-winning 
shot. Dave Busch 
was there testing 
out new equipment 
and gathering new 
images for his 
publications. Rick 
Sedlak, Bill Keaton, 
Kate Hasenohrl were 

all looking for that competition shot to earn a perfect score. Jen 
Cockrell shared the experience with her parents who are nature 
enthusiasts, not photographers.  Mr. Cockrell kept saying over 
and over, “This is amazing.” Debra Hymer brought her husband 
along as a lens caddy but he had no complaints as he was 
studying the magnificent birds and enjoying every minute of  his 
visit. 

Mona’s husband Bill and their volunteer Heather perched, posed 
and moved birds around all morning so photographers like 
Annette Cross, Gayle Norris, and Laura and Chuck Fitzgerald 
could get a variety of  shots. Some noticed that Bill had two large 
band-aids on his arm. One of  the eagles had squeezed Bill’s arm 
so hard that it tore off  the top layer of  his skin right through the 
thick elbow-high glove he was wearing. No! It wasn’t the birds 
sharp talons that did the damage. It was the huge amount of  
pressure generated by its back talon holding on for dear life! At 
one point, Bill asked some photographers if  they would like him 
to pose the bird on their shoulders for a personal shot and was 
shocked that there were no takers! 

Afterward, Praveena Thiagaran, Manny Afable, Phil Grimmer, 
Jeremy Grimmer, Patty Morris and a number of  other people 

followed Rob Erick 
to lunch at the 
notorious Cold Creek 
Cafe. So, what’s 
notorious about this 
place? You can do 
your laundry while 
enjoying your lunch! 
The restaurant is up 
front; the laundry 
in the back. Rob 
enjoys parking in the 
back and marching 
everyone through 
the laundromat to 
get to the cafe. Of  
course, Rob got off  a 
few of  his one-liners 
along the way.

Interesting side note, while talking to Bill, we noticed he was 
watching the tethered vulture posed on a tree stump close 
to the farmer’s field. “Look to the sky above the vulture,” he 
commanded. We did, but there was nothing there. “Wait a few 
minutes.” 

Sure enough approximately one minute later in the sky right 
above the vulture, were some friends circling. They came to visit. 
They were so high at first that we could not see them. But they 
had a bead on their buddy below. Bill pointed out that it was a 
regular occurrence. When Bill also pointed out that the tethered 
vulture was female, no further explanations were needed.

In the end, everyone enjoyed the tremendous visit. While CPS 
members were asked to contribute $10 for this special visit, 
some dug deeper realizing the tremendous cost it takes to keep 
the sanctuary in full operation. Mona was absolutely thrilled!! 
She is so appreciative of  those photographers who donate a 
framed print or simply a matted and mounted print for her to sell 
in their souvenir shop. Visiting children buy up the little prints 
and seniors love the framed birds. ❑

Owl BTW by Steve Lucsik

Telephoning the Eagle by Steve Lucsik

Eye on the Eagle by Steve Lucsik
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Sandhill Cranes by Lawrence Hrusovsky

Windy Egret by Edward Rynes Flying Pelican by Mary Rynes

Member Photos
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FIRST PLACE Hummingbird by Joanne Damian

Water Strider by Jon Harford Slaty Skimmer by Jon Harford

Member Photos
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Men Only, Wives Stay Home?
By Lisa Adcock, CPS Historian

Her name was Ethel Standiford Mehling. The year was 1930 
and she had tried several times to apply for full membership to 
the club.  She was denied each time.  The last time she applied, 
it was actually brought up for discussion at a board meeting.  It 
was mentioned in the minutes that she applied to be admitted 
as a patron member because of  her “unfailing efforts to aid and 
abet the welfare of  the CPS.”  This met with major resistance 
from our all-male membership. Then a member suggested that 
some sort of  membership be created for ladies. This task was 
then given to two members to “work out a scheme whereby 
ladies can, in some manner, affiliate themselves with the club.”  

No Women Allowed?!! Yes, you heard it right.  No women were 
allowed into CPS. In the beginning of  our long, illustrious 
history, spanning now more than 125 years, CPS was a 
gentlemens’ club only. And for our first 56 years of  our 
existence to be exact!  Women were not accepted as members 
in the Cleveland Photographic Society until 1943 and we 
were the last major camera club in the early 20th century to 
admit them as members. Being the club historian, I had the 
opportunity to look through copies of  several of  the CPS board 
minutes throughout the 1930s when it seems this issue came 
to a boiling point, revealing its intensity. 

Being an all-male club may not have been strictly by design in 
our early years, as the art of  photography itself  was already 
a predominantly male practice in the late 1800s/early 1900s.  
Eventually though, some CPS members started bringing their 
wives to just the Print Competitions, while many members 
felt that women should not be admitted at all into the club, 
even just to watch our competitions. The opinion seemed to 
be that these nights and all other CPS meeting nights should 
be reserved for members only, which, of  course, were just the 
men.  

In reviewing our minutes, it was clearly a hot topic which was 
discussed, argued about, debated and then tabled for a later 
decision on several different occasions during the 1930s.  

Many on the board were adamant about not admitting women 
to the club. One prestigious board member, Henry Mayer, 
to whom we currently have an award named after, stated 
that on Print Competition nights, he “told his wife to stay 
home.” As we know now, some members were not opposed 
to admitting women to the club just on Print nights.  Some 
husbands enjoyed bringing their wives with them.  It was 
noted that the wives also enjoyed the “print criticism and 
good natured banter” on these nights.  When actually put to a 
vote at the one of  the board meetings in the early ‘30s, it was 
disclosed that 19 of  the members were in favor of  admitting 
ladies and 25 were against admission. It was then decided 
to settle the question once and for all at the next meeting.  
However, at the next meeting, no conclusion was reached and 
a decision on the issue was temporarily put on hold yet again.  

This issue finally boiled over at the board meeting of  January 
9, 1935.  A motion was made to make Print Nights held on 
the third Wednesday of  each month be closed to all except 
members of  the club and have this motion be incorporated 
into the Constitution and By-Laws. From the tone of  this 
motion, it was clear that it was intended to ban the admission 
of  women on the evenings in question. As it had happened 
in the past, an intense debate followed. When the legality 
of  incorporating this into the Constitution and By-Laws was 
questioned, the “discussion grew decidedly warm.” The 
minutes stated that the issue reached “ominous proportions.” 
Ultimately, a decision was made to survey all the members 
for their thoughts and opinions. The issue was again put on 
hold for a special business meeting to be scheduled to settle 
the matter “once and for all.” At the time of  this writing, I 
have not found any documentation or mention of  this special 
business meeting but the minutes from one of  the later board 
meetings states that women were never actually banned from 
the Print Night Competitions “because of  the fact that there is 
no diplomatic way to handle this situation.” 

And so it went until 1943 when women were finally admitted 
to come freely into our club. In the meantime, since this crazy 
debate went on for more than a decade amongst the men, what 
did the local women do who were true photographers in their 
own right? Stay tuned! ❑

CPS History

“I never realized until lately that 
women were supposed 
to be the inferior sex.” 

Katherine Hepburn

“Being a woman is a terribly 
difficult task, since it consists 

principally in dealing with men.” 
Joseph Conrad
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Leader of the Pack by Jim Johnston Cheetah Portrait by Lee Groscost

I Run This by William Fitch

Member Photos
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CLUB HEADQUARTERS

9543 Broadview Road
Broadview Heights, OH 
44147
www.clevelandphoto.org

THE CLEVELAND 
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

CPS has operated 
continuously since
1887, making us one of  
the oldest camera clubs 
in North America. The 
organization currently has 
over 700 members and is
one of  the few anywhere 
to have its own permanent 
clubroom. The objectives 
of  the society are to 
promote and advance the 
understanding, passion 
and joy of  photography by 
providing opportunities
for education, skill 
development, picture
taking, competition, 
critique, and fellowship. 
We meet almost every 
Friday evening and our 
meetings are always open
to visitors and guests—we 
invite you to visit us! Our 
clubroom is located on the
City of  Broadview Heights 
campus. The clubroom 
opens at 7:00 p.m. Visit 
our website for directions, 
maps, and further
information: www.
clevelandphoto.org

CPS is a founding member 
of the Photographic Society 
of America, PSA.

All Rights Reserved.
All photographs herein
are protected by copyright 
law and many not be 
reproduced without the 
expressed written consent of  
the photographer.

OUR MISSION:
The mission of  the Cleveland 

Photographic Society is to promote 
and advance the understanding, 
passion and joy of  photography 
by providing opportunities for 
education, skill development, 
picture taking, competition, 

critique and fellowship.

CPS Competitions

CPS holds 16 competitions each year as a part of  our regular Friday evening 
meeting schedule. Only members can enter images for competition, but all 
are invited to attend. Competition categories are Nature, People, Creative 
and Pictorial (open category) and three competitions per category are held 
throughout the year. In addition, four Projection competitions are held, 
displaying projected digital images. The category for Projection competitions 
is Pictorial (open).

In addition to formal competitions, several People’s Choice Nights are held 
throughout the year. These are informal, unjudged evenings devoted to 
specific themes, such as Architecture, Photojournalism, etc. Competition 
Rules and Results, as well as slide shows of  winning images can be found on 
the Competition page of  our website.

CPS Membership

Annual dues: 
Single member rate is $54
Couples are $81
Family (couple plus one or more children) is $117
Junior member (under 18) is $36
Distance member (roughly over 100 miles) is $36.

A downloadable application form and more details can be found on our 
website: www.clevelandphoto.org

Join us and enjoy all the benefits of  being a part of  one of  the most 
dynamic, active, and friendliest camera clubs in the US. Photographic 
education and fellowship are our primary tenets and a part of  all we offer. No 
matter your skill level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of  activities 
that will enhance your skills—and you’ll have FUN along the way!

Club Calendar

The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained
at www.clevelandphoto.org
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